
 

 

 

 

 

Undergraduate Research & Creative Achievement Day 
Wednesday, April 27, 2016 

Arts Presentations at URCAD 

 
 Students presenting in PHB 337 (The Dance Cube) are working directly with Mr. Hamby on technical 

requirements and rehearsal. 

 Students presenting video or animation in UC 204 should deliver their media to Michael Mower in Sherman 

Hall 114 on Wednesday, April 20, Thursday, April 21 or Friday, April 22 from 8 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. or from 

12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Email mmower1@umbc.edu to reserve your time. If you will allow your video to be 

posted to the URCAD web page, complete the video posting permission form today (see page 3).  

 Students with video which is not primarily artistic may want to attend a prep session for oral presenters. 

 Students presenting in UC 310, UC 312, ENG 023 and the ballroom should have addressed their needs with 

Ms. McGlynn.  

 

During Undergraduate Research and Creative Achievement Day, students are asked to discuss their work in terms 

of both its creative process and its research context. Your goal is to explain your work and its significance in a way 

that the audience will understand. The ability to speak in a compelling way about your art is important to your 

career! Here is an outline for a typical arts presentation: 

 

Opening Remarks 

 Present some background information for your audience. Set the stage for them. 

 How does this work fit into the field of (sculpture, music, dance, video, theatre etc.)?  

 What theories, perspectives, trends, or practices does this work assume and build on? 

 What was your goal in this creative effort?  

 What should the audience be looking for as they view or hear your work? What will help them to 

understand the contribution this work makes to your field?  

 

Presentation of Work: Show, perform, or play your work. 

 

Follow-up with your Audience 

 Reinforce the concepts used in the work, e.g., “Did you see the way shadow was used to create…” 

 Talk about the process you went through, e.g., “I thought playing more quickly would create the tension I 

sought, but then I found…” 

 Share lessons learned, e.g., “Next time I will….” or “Another artist seeking to build on this work might 

want to…” 

  

Topics to Discuss with your Audience 

 What was your process? 

 What did you try that didn’t work? 

 What did you do that did work? 

 What surprises did you encounter while working on this? 

 What is the foundation – theoretical and practical – of the work you did? 

 What have you added to this foundation?  

 What would others need to know to continue this line of inquiry, experimentation, creative work? 
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Questions 

 Leave time for questions. 

 Make your answers short, to the point, and informative. 

 Be as prepared as possible. Anticipate likely questions. 

 Repeat questions from questioners with faint voices. 

 

Demonstrating Enthusiasm 

 Your goal is to present your work in a way that is easily understood and shows your enthusiasm.  

 Speak to your audience, look at them, show them that you know they are listening. 

 Speak slowly and clearly, with interest and engagement. 

 Be mindful that public presentation of research/creative achievement has its entertainment side. 

 Show enthusiasm for your research/creative achievement in order to engage the audience; think of the 

speaking style of UMBC President Freeman Hrabowski. 

 REHEARSE your presentation before friends, family, etc. as it familiarizes you with the detail of its 

content and will put you at ease.  

 Every presentation has a rehearsal. 

 

Mannerisms 

 Wear neat clothing to make a good first impression. Suits are not required.  

 Try to stay relaxed. 

 Vary the tone of your voice, speak slowly, and articulate. Try to speak to the person farthest away from you 

to be sure your voice is loud enough. 

 Maintain eye contact: Use the three-second method, i.e., look straight into the eyes of a person in the 

audience for three seconds at a time. Have direct eye contact with a number of people in the audience, and 

every now and then glance at the whole audience while speaking. 

 Do not slouch or lean on the podium, chew gum, fiddle with jewelry, wear a hat, or distract the audience in 

other ways. 

 Keep your hands free for making gestures or hold them still. Do not put your hands in your pockets.  Fill 

your pockets with pushpins if this is a problem. 

 Practice speaking without filler words such as: “ok,” “like,” “um,” “sort of,” “ya know,” and “kind of.” 

 

General Tips 

 Be familiar with the room where you will be presenting; it will make you more comfortable. 

 Be sure to define any abbreviations or discipline-specific jargon. 

 REHEARSE  

 

Do not exceed your time limit; the moderator is instructed to stop you if you run over. 

Be aware of the time and be prepared to cut to the conclusion to end within the time limit. 

Important for all artists: Don’t out-talk your art. Don’t explain away everything or turn the whole experience into 

words.  

 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, contact: Janet McGlynn, mcglynn@umbc.edu, 5-5754  
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URCAD Video Posting Permission 

April, 2016 

 
I would like my video from Undergraduate Research and Creative Achievement Day posted on 

the web. If I decide for any reason that I would no longer like my video posted, I will contact 

Devon Fick at dfick1@umbc.edu or (410-455-5513) to request that it be removed. 

 

Video Title ___________________________________________________________ 

Student Name (Printed) _________________________________________________ 

Student Signature ______________________________________________________ 

 

Video Guidelines: Deadline: Friday, April 22nd, 4:00 p.m. 

File Size: We will not limit the file size or the file length (in time).  

 

File Type and Compression: For the best compromise between quality and compatibility with most viewers is to 

use the MPEG-4 format with an H264 encoder for video and an AAC encoder for audio. Use the multiple passes 

option of your H264 encoder for best results: encoding time is significantly longer but the resulting quality is much 

better. You should also make sure that your video (especially the final version) is hinted for streaming. This is an 

encoding option that adds information to the file in order to optimize streaming over the internet. If you are unsure 

about video compression, ask your mentor for advice. 

 

File Submission: We will request that all artists submit an electronic version to Mike Mower in Sherman Hall Rm. 

114D. We would also like you to upload their video to YouTube or Vimeo so we may be able to post the video on 

our website for promoting your work. Please supply the requisite URL to Devon Fick to the address below. 

 

Questions? E-mail Mike Mower mmower1@umbc.edu or Devon Fick dfick1@umbc.edu 
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